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This is Terri Newlon from Sedona, Arizona, USA. www.TerriNewlon.com
You can also listen to the following message, and all subsequent messages which change
every Thursday. The latest message is available 24/7:
By telephone: 1.918.222.7201, Box 163
Or on your computer: http://www.audioacrobat.com/play/WC4rwp5k
(clear the cache on your computer if you hear an old version)
And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article:
(Channeling begins)
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Let’s begin please with imagining a beautiful golden spiral coming from above right down
through the top of the head, spiraling down through the body, very gently; it is not a
vigorous spiral, just a very gentle, cleansing, sweeping motion, clearing out a variety of
energies through the body. This is a very simple method to clear your channel or clear your
chakra column and to allow you to connect in with Spirit, directly from the Spiritual plane.
Let’s next go to bringing in a shaft of white light, sort of a beam of white coming down
through the golden spiral, so both are happening simultaneously. The white light, it almost
looks like a column of white, it’s a cylinder shape, probably, 8 or 9 inches wide, so it is
pretty much larger than the top of the head, coming down through the body and really
saturating the tissues there. So this article is about connecting with Spirit and connecting
with Higher Self.
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Now last week’s article, we talked about powerful time to communicate and how you can
brush up on Telepathic skills. That is still in motion, which is appropriate to focus upon.
Now allow that telepathic, intuitive, psychic energy to keep coming in and naturally
developing. Keep in mind that all of humanity is experiencing the same thing. This is
absolutely appropriate.
All right. Finally we are going to bring in a magenta color, sort of a red violet color coming
in, a pale color, right down the center of that white light column. This is kind of a feminine
way of connecting to Divine Will which is normally a Red Ray. Work with it as a more
refined version of red, that is void of the warrior-like energy but still is a direct connection
to “Thy Will be done”.
Now come straight down through the center of your chakras in more of a laser beam if you
are needing to feel a little bit more synchronized with Divine Will. It can be maybe a ¼ of
an inch or even ½ of an inch across and that comes straight down through the body all the
way into the Earth. So that is your center line, something that keeps you aligned.
So you’ve got the golden spiral cause always sort of like if you were to pour, maybe put a
marble into a tube and you can put a marble in and you can watch the marble spiral
downward. You’re going to see occasional energies spiraling downwards very softly and
then the white large column of light, and then the magenta, thin column right through the
center, as your automatic centering system and automatically aligning with Divine Will.
That is what keeps you connected to Spirit, just the intent to follow Spirit’s Will, rather than
the personal will or to follow your Higher Self rather than the personality’s design. That’s
what moves one into a state of mastery and out of the sort of random “Life is happening to
me”.
You move into:
“I’m co-creating life.”
“I’m making choices.”
“I’m empowering myself.”
“I am co-designing a better world.”
All right everyone. That completes our Spirituality Article for this particular week.
Thank you as always, and my love to you.
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